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Jersey Pocket Tool Case Stylishly Stows iPhone, Cycling Tools, Cash, Key
Published on 09/16/20
San Francisco based manufacturer, WaterField Designs kicks off the fall cycling season
with the sleek iPhone Jersey Pocket Tool Case. Available in two sizes for small or large
iPhones, this custom-fitted case holds a cycling tool kit, iPhone, and personal essentials
in a water-resistant, easy-to-access, and incredibly comfortable pouch that is suitable
for either on or off a bike. Soft, no-scratch material lines the dedicated iPhone pocket
to keep the device protected in transit.
San Francisco, California - WaterField Designs, a local San Francisco manufacturer of
laptop sleeves, bags, and cases for digital gear, introduces the iPhone Jersey Pocket Tool
Case, an upscale pouch for an iPhone, cycling tool kit, cash, cards, and key. Available in
two sizes for small or large iPhones, this intuitively-designed, ballistic nylon and
full-grain leather case is so comfortable that after a few miles of cycling, it virtually
disappears. Soft, no-scratch material lines the dedicated iPhone pocket to keep the device
protected in transit.
Phones have become vital necessities on bike rides for checking Strava or for emergencies,
so the new case includes a dedicated, scratch-free iPhone compartment. The stunning
leather design befits work attire just as easily as it does a decked-out cycling set up.
"Exercise and getting outdoors are so important to our well-being right now and cycling is
an excellent way to get both," said company owner Gary Waterfield. "When I'm out on a
ride, efficiency is key, whether I need to change a flat or to just check my iPhone.
Reaching around to quickly grab the case with one finger is easy thanks to a convenient
loop at the top. And the front zippered pocket lets me access my key, cash, and cards
quickly."
Features:
* Main compartment includes a soft-lined iPhone pocket and additional pockets to stow a
mini pump, spare tube, CO2 cartridge, patches, multi-tool, and tire levers
* Zippered front pocket stows cash, cards, ID, and a glasses cleaning cloth
* Full-grain leather panel adds a touch of luxury
* Sturdy ballistic nylon helps block sweat and keep contents dry
* Gold interior liner brightens interior for increased visibility
* Case slides easily out of a jersey pocket or work bag using a clever top finger loop
* Smooth-gliding waterproof zippers grant easy access
* Two sizes fit small or large iPhones; both fit narrow European jersey pockets
The Jersey Pocket Tool Case maintains a barely-there feel while carrying everything a
cyclist needs while out on a ride. The new case joins the WaterField Cycling Collection
and iPhone Case Collection, each created to support customers in their busy lives.
Colors and Materials:
Full-grain, distressed leather; black, red, grizzly, blue. Black ballistic nylon.
Lightly-padded, no scratch iPhone liner. Waterproof zippers. Gold rip-stop nylon interior.
It is available in two sizes: Pro: 7 x 1 x 3.75 inches; 3 oz. Pro Max: 7.5 x 1 x 4 inches;
3.1 oz.
Pricing and Availability:
The Jersey Pocket Tool Case is priced at only $69 (USD). For more information please
contact Heidi Marzke.
WaterField Designs:
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http://www.sfbags.com/
Jersey Pocket Tool Case:
https://www.sfbags.com/products/jersey-pocket-tool-case
YouTube Video (Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-vMnuq6ysM
Screenshot:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0281/2796/products/LargePouchinJersey_b50e8a40-b966-46f9
-ab43-d9d472a5c32d_1800x1800.jpg

WaterField Designs is an innovative San Francisco designer and manufacturer of bags and
cases for tech-savvy consumers who want to stylishly and responsibly transport their
technology. WaterField manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming devices, and other digital
gear. All products are manufactured to exacting standards entirely in San Francisco.
Company founder Gary Waterfield is an avid lifelong cyclist who has logged thousands and
thousands of miles on his bike in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand.
More information at "Our Story." WaterField Designs and Jersey Pocket Tool Case are
trademarks of WaterField Designs. Copyright (C) 1998-2020 WaterField Designs. All Rights
Reserved. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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